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ABSTRACT

The project named as “Online campus selection system” that contains of a student and an admin page. This project is used to select the good ability persons for companies through exams in aptitude questions through online. It has developed for easy working of HR Department that can get benefited through this project. The system allows the students to create their status and upload their details and the student can see the list of companies who have exhibited for vacancy. The admin can check each student details and they can delete and moderate the fake accounts that are not relevant to college placement rules. Based on the company necessity management extract the student data and gives the list to the company. Online campus selection system offers automatic technical screening, intellectual evaluation, E-mail integration to conduct appointment. This factors helps in many ways like saving money, time and paper work.
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I. Introduction

1.1 About the project:

This project is determined at developing an online search entrance for placement details for job applicant. This system can be used as an employment website for job applicant. The online campus selection system performs at college or university. The college invited to company for enrol in this system and helps to get job holder easily as per their capability and requirements on the other hand college has all the student details scheduled in this system so student can get quickly job. The system is a common place for student and company. This software is fully unified with student and company association management and developed in a manner that is efficiently manageable time and cost saving that shows refreshing one from manual works. This characteristics helps in many ways like saving cost, time and paper work.

II. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

2.1 Existing system:

Usually, companies that make conversation with the campus take place in groups of core companies. They provide significantly 3-5 sets of rounds. This is used to look over the competitors and minimize the number of job seeker to that company to make sure they get their ideal applicant. There is shorter time for the students as they are engaged in the works in the campus like project, seminar, exam etc., it become very complicated to get ready for their job selection process. In colleges the records were saved in the excel sheets hence categorizing the data is always a complication. The files are saved in a top-down format, hence finding the qualified students was the foremost problem. The placement manager has to find out the qualified students by seeing at the excel sheets. As all this is done manually. The best conclusion here is to computerize the present environment.

Disadvantages:

⇒ The existing method used for placement administration is not computerized.
⇒ Data repetition occurs.

2.2 Proposed system:

The aim of the proposed system is to build up a system with advanced facilities. The proposed system can conquered all the restriction of the existing system such as students details is secured in the database. The pre-communication of students with companies will help to overcome their fearfulness during interviews. Operating in the manual system in the colleges needs a lot of manpower and time. The system will be having different types of accounts for different types of users such as Principal, HOD, placement organizers and administrators and students. A profile for each student is fabricated with the necessary capability for the entrance way.
Advantage:

⇒ This system is computerized.
⇒ Less manpower.
⇒ Decreases paper work and saves time.
⇒ It gives more protection to data.

III. SYSTEM METHODOLOGY

⇒ Admin
⇒ Student
⇒ Company

3.1 Admin:

✓ Admin can log in through a username and password.
✓ Admin manages students and companies.
✓ Admin is also able analyze the placement activities of each student.
✓ He/she works as an intermediate between student and company.
✓ The admin can moderate or delete the faulty accounts.

3.2 Student:

✓ Students has username and password through this they can enter the system.
✓ Students directly register themselves like personal information, educational information.
✓ They can view the information about vacancy, company details, etc posted by the company site.
✓ They can give feedback about the companies.

3.3 Company:

✓ The company can manage profile.
✓ They can upload job vacancies.
✓ They can view details about student and choose the good ability students for their works.
✓ They can contact with students and admin or placement officer.

IV. CONCLUSION:

The purpose of this research is to investigate and evaluate the necessity for an online campus recruitment system from the perspective of students and the training and placement department. The goal of this study was to analyze the needs, find the appropriate features and functionalities of a well-rounded campus recruitment system. It can be utilized in Educational Institutions to keep track of and maintain candidate applications. In terms of cost and efficiency, online-recruitment portals have shown to be extremely beneficial. A future for students with busy schedules, this project may be a time saver and become very helpful for the students and as well as companies. The overall project is student gets a job and company gets an employee.
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